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1. Summary  
 
New genomic prediction methods were developed and tested with simulated data. Genotypic 
data from real dairy populations, i.e. Danish Holstein, Swedish Red and Danish Jersey, were 
used as base populations to start genotype simulations for pure breeds and an admixed 
population. Phenotypes were also simulated, considering two traits which differ in their 
heritability levels, and different levels of genetic correlations between the breeds. 
 
2. Introduction 
 
Crossbreeding is an efficient strategy in dairy cattle breeding, to achieve better productivity 
and robustness at the animal and system level. Systems relying on crossbreeding, e.g. 
ProCROSS system, results in crossbred animals being highly admixed in terms of their breed 
of origin. Moreover, genomic evaluations in dairy cattle are generally carried out separately 
for pure breeds, and neither crossbred individuals’ data are used, nor they get evaluations. 
This is partially due lack of methods which can efficiently handle data from pure breeds and 
admixed individuals. This deliverable provides and discusses such methodologies, which can 
handle data from multiple pure breeds and admixed individuals, allowing simultaneous 
evaluation of pure breeds and crossbred animals. The developed methodology relies on 
accurate estimation of breed origin of each genome segment (represented with a single 
marker), whose use in genomic prediction models has been proposed earlier, and generally 
known as BOA (breed origin of alleles). 

3. Results 
 
Results for proposed methods using simulated data are presented in Annex, in the format 
that it was submitted to a peer-reviewed journal, where it is currently under review. 

4. Conclusions 
 
The use of admixed individuals’ data together with pure breeds’ data in genomic prediction 
has two main consequences: (i) it increases the data size for all pure breeds, particularly for 
the breed with a small population size, allowing more accurate estimation of breeding values, 
(ii) it increases the prediction accuracy for admixed individuals. 

5. Partners involved in the work 

AU, ALLICE (current work) 

6. Annexes 
 
Starts on next page. 
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Abstract

Background: In dairy cattle populations where crossbreeding has been used,
animals show some level of diversity in their origins. In rotational crossbreeding,
for instance, crossbred dams are mated with purebred sires from di↵erent pure
breeds, and the genetic composition of crossbred animals is an admixture of the
breeds included in the rotation. How to use the data of such individuals in
genomic evaluations is still an open question. In this study, we aimed at providing
methodologies for the use of data from crossbred individuals with admixed
genetic background together with data from multiple pure breeds, for the purpose
of genomic evaluations for both purebred and crossbred animals. A three-breed
rotational crossbreeding system was mimicked using simulations.

Results: For purebred populations, within-breed genomic predictions generally led
to higher accuracies than those from multi-breed predictions using combined data
of pure breeds. Adding admixed population’s (MIX) data to the combined pure
breed data as of a di↵erent breed led to higher accuracies. When prediction
models were able to account for breed origin of alleles, accuracies were generally
higher than those from combining all available data, dependent on the correlation
of QTL e↵ects between the breeds. Accuracies varied when using SNP e↵ects
from any of the pure breeds to predict the breeding values of MIX. Using the
breed-specific SNP e↵ects estimated separately in each pure breed, while
accounting for breed origin of alleles for the selection candidates of MIX,
accuracies were generally improved compared to using SNP e↵ects from multiple
pure breed’s reference data, but dependent on the correlation of QTL e↵ects
between the breeds. Models able to accommodate MIX data with breed origin of
alleles approach generally led to higher accuracies than those from the models
without considering breed origin of alleles.

Conclusions: Combining all available data, pure breed’s and admixed
population’s data, in a multi-breed reference population is beneficial for the
estimation of breeding values for pure breeds with a small reference population.
For MIX, such an approach can lead to higher accuracies than considering breed
origin of alleles, and using breed-specific SNP e↵ects estimated separately in each
pure breed. Including MIX data in the reference population of multiple breeds
considering the breed origin of alleles, accuracies can be further improved. Our
findings are relevant for breeding programs where crossing is systematically
applied, and also for populations involving di↵erent subpopulations where
exchange of genetic material among those became a routine.

Keywords: admixed population; crossbreeding; breed of origin; multi-breed
prediction; genomic selection
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Background1

Genomic evaluation facilitates the accurate selection of genetically superior individ-2

uals as early as their DNA samples are obtained [1]. Genetic progress by selection3

depends on the accuracy of prediction. For genomic prediction, it depends on the4

proportion of genetic variance explained by genome-wide single nucleotide polymor-5

phisms (SNPs), and the accuracy with which the e↵ect of those SNPs is estimated6

[2, 3]. Both factors are conditional on the linkage disequilibrium (LD) between SNPs7

and quantitative trait loci (QTL) [1–3].8

For an accurate genomic prediction, a large population of individuals with both9

phenotypes and genotypes is needed, which may not be possible for all traits and/or10

all breeds [4–6]. In such cases, remedies would be to use SNP e↵ects from another11

breed (a strategy known as across-breed prediction) with a large reference popu-12

lation, or to add data from other breeds (multi-breed prediction) to improve the13

accuracy of SNP e↵ect estimates. However, the accuracy of across-breed predic-14

tions were generally around zero, and combining data from multiple breeds did not15

notably improve accuracies in empirical studies [7–10].16

When multiple breeds are combined to form a reference population, predictions17

rely on the SNP-QTL LD across breeds. However, LD may be di↵erent [11, 12],18

or the phase of the SNP and QTL alleles may be reversed [13] among the breeds,19

due to selection and genetic drift [9]. The QTL, or SNPs in high linkage disequilib-20

rium with QTL can be integrated into marker panels for genomic prediction with21

a multi-breed reference population [14] or performing across-breed predictions [15].22

Although this may alleviate the issue of SNP-QTL LD being di↵erent in di↵erent23

breeds, it includes an implicit assumption that QTL e↵ects are the same across the24

breeds. This may not be true if, for instance, QTL by genetic background interac-25

tions exist [10, 11]. Hence, it may be more appropriate to assume that QTL, and26

therefore SNP e↵ects are di↵erent but correlated than that they are the same across27

the breeds.28

Crossbreeding emerges as an e�cient strategy for dairy cattle breeding to achieve29

better productivity and robustness at the animal as well as the system level. The30

improved performance is due to utilization of specific combining abilities and het-31

erosis [16]. In dairy cattle populations, where crossbreeding has been used, animals32

show di↵erent levels of diversity in their origins [11, 17]. In rotational crossbreed-33

ing, for instance, where crossbred dams are mated to purebred sires from di↵erent34

pure breeds, the genetic composition of crossbred animals is an admixture of the35

breeds included in the rotation. At each rotation cycle, depending on the breed of36

the sires used, admixture proportions of crossbred individuals changes greatly [18].37

On the other hand, gene pool of some “purebred” populations may also contain38

fractions from other breeds, because bulls are used across the breeds to some extent39

[19]. A prerequisite for a well-structured crossbreeding system is to have an e�cient40

breeding plan within the pure breeds, as well as crossbred population. Because, a41

su�cient number of purebred bulls are required for the system, and genetic gain in42

the pure breeds should be maintained so as to ensure that overall economical benefit43

over time is not negatively a↵ected [20]. Nonetheless, genomic evaluations in dairy44

cattle are mostly carried out separately for each breed, and neither cross breed data45

is utilized nor breeders get genomic evaluations for their crossbred animals. It is,46
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therefore, required in some breeding programs that genomic prediction models are47

able to accommodate a reference population including admixed individuals, as well48

as multiple pure breeds, allowing simultaneous evaluation of all selection candidates.49

An appealing approach to make use of data of admixed individuals in genomic50

prediction is to incorporate breed proportions in genomic prediction models. Mak-51

gahlela et al. [11] extended the random regression model to account for interactions52

between marker e↵ects and breed proportions, where the breed proportions were53

inferred from pedigree in Nordic Red Dairy cattle. They reported that prediction54

accuracy can be higher if breed proportions are considered. Thomasen et al. [21]55

performed genomic predictions in Danish Jersey dairy cattle, and showed that a56

model that accounts for breed proportions, estimated either from pedigree or mark-57

ers, does not improve genomic predictions compared to a model that ignores it.58

There are at least two limitations with both [11, 21] approaches. First, a single59

measure of breed proportion may not be appropriate, because two individuals with60

exactly the same breed proportions may have very di↵erent pattern of admixture61

over their genome depending on which chromosomal region is inherited from which62

pure breed [22]. Second, the correlations between the breeds were assumed to be63

homogenous across the whole genome [21], or those correlations were even set to64

zero due di�culties in estimation [11].65

In this article, we propose a methodology suitable for genomic prediction using a66

reference population of multiple purebred and admixed individuals. Using simula-67

tions, we investigated the impact of correlation of QTL e↵ects among the breeds,68

and the heritability of the trait on accuracy of genomic prediction using di↵erent69

approaches: (i) treating the combined data as of a single homogeneous population,70

(ii) considering breed-specific SNP e↵ects with/without accounting for correlations71

between the breeds, and (iii) considering priors that lead to the use of region specific72

correlations among the breeds.73

Methods74

Data Simulation75

Genotypes76

Genotype data at 51,477 loci were available for animals from each of the three77

dairy cattle breeds: Danish Holstein (HOL), Swedish Red (RED) and Danish Jersey78

(JER), from which a subset of 1,050 (HOL and RED) or 220 (JER) individuals were79

formed the base populations for this study. The SNPs which were fixed for the same80

allele in all three breeds were removed. For computational reasons, only the SNPs81

(12,664) on first 5 chromosomes were considered. A plot summarising the principle82

component analysis of genomic relationships among all animals was depicted to83

assess the genetic relationships among the pure breeds (Additional File 1). In order84

to establish a data set including multiple pure breeds (i.e., HOL, RED and JER)85

and an admixed population (hereafter, MIX), a rotational crossbreeding system was86

mimicked using simulations, considering three cycles of rotation (Table 1) for nine87

generations. Using the same sets of base population genotype data, a total of 1088

replicates were generated.89

Simulations started with 1,050 (HOL and RED) or 220 (JER) individuals (gen-90

eration 0 - G0), of which 50 (HOL and RED) or 20 (JER) were assigned to be91
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males and the rest as females. The purebred populations were generated by mating92

sires and dams from the same breed (Table 1). Population sizes and the number93

of males and females were kept constant at each of the simulated generations for94

HOL, RED and JER. This was achieved by mating 20 dams with the same sire, each95

mating yielding one o↵spring, except for one mating which yielded two o↵springs,96

for the simulations of HOL and RED. In simulation of JER population, each sire97

was mated with 10 dams, where each mating yielding one o↵spring, except for one98

mating which yielded two o↵springs.99

The MIX in G1 was generated by mating sires from JER and dams from HOL of100

G0. The MIX in G2 was generated by mating sires from RED and dams from MIX of101

G1. Finally, one rotation cycle was completed with generating MIX in G3 by mating102

sires from HOL and dams from MIX of G2. The following generations of MIX were103

generated by mating sires from a pure breed, where the pure breed was dependent104

on the rotation cycle, with the dams from the MIX (Table 1). Population size and105

the number of males (n = 50) and females (n = 1, 050) were also kept constant106

at each of the simulated generations for MIX. When MIX individuals were mated107

with HOL or RED, the mating structure was similar to that in those pure breeds,108

whereas when MIX (or HOL) individuals were mated with JER, each JER sire109

was mated with 50 dams, where 2 or 3 matings per sire was replicated to retain110

the population size of MIX at 1,050. Selection was not considered, and mating was111

completely at random.112

The number of recombinations on each chromosome was determined using a ran-113

dom variable drawn from a Poisson distribution, under the assumption that the114

length of a chromosome in the Morgan’s unit (we assumed 1 cM ⇠ 1 Mb) is the115

lambda parameter [23]. Recombination positions were sampled from a uniform dis-116

tribution, and interference was ignored [23]. Mutation was not considered in the117

simulations.118

Phenotypes119

The total number of QTL was set at 250, which were selected randomly among the120

SNPs that satisfied 0.01 < MAF  0.30, where MAF is the minor allele frequency121

computed as follows. First, allele frequency at each locus (pk) was computed for each122

breed, and then averaged over the breeds (p̄k), to avoid population sizes e↵ecting123

allele frequencies. Second, MAF of each locus was computed as min(p̄k, 1� p̄k). The124

selection of QTL with 0.01 < MAF  0.30 ensured that the QTL were segregating125

with a lower MAF compared to SNPs, for the combined population at G0 (Table126

2). The QTL were excluded from the final data set of SNPs. It should be noted127

that although G0 was common to all 10 replicates, and therefore, the SNPs that128

met the criteria to be selected as QTL were the same, the QTL or SNP sets did not129

fully overlap among the replicates due to randomised selection of QTL. The e↵ects130

(explained below) of QTL were also simulated separately for each replicate.131

Even if additive and dominance e↵ects of QTL are the same in di↵erent breeds,132

the di↵erence in QTL allele frequencies may cause substitution e↵ects of QTL [16]133

to di↵er among the breeds, as well as genetic (co)variances. In this study, the QTL134

e↵ects were simulated directly from a multivariate normal distribution for varying135

levels of correlations among the QTL e↵ects of di↵erent breeds, that is correlations136

of 1.00, 0.50 or 0.25.137
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Each individual had two alleles (maternal and paternal alleles) at each locus,138

inherited from its sire and dam. Breed origin of each allele for all loci were traced139

back to pure breeds at G0, and were known without error. Breeding value of each140

individual i (ui) across G0-G9 were generated with:141

ui =
250X

k=1

⇥
QM

ijk
⇤ ↵M

jk
+QP

ijk
⇤ ↵P

jk

⇤

where QM

ijk
and QP

ijk
are the number of copies (0 or 1) of an arbitrarily chosen142

allele A at QTL locus k, inherited from its dam and sire breed j (j=H,R,J ), respec-143

tively. The ↵M

jk
and ↵P

jk
are the simulated QTL e↵ects for locus k, in breed j. The144

QTL e↵ects were scaled such that the mean of the breed specific genetic variances145

(computed as the variance of breeding values) is 100 at G0. A random residual ej146

drawn from a normal distribution, ej | �2
e
⇠ N(0,�2

e
), was added to each animal’s147

breeding value to form phenotype. The size of �2
e
was determined according to the148

simulated heritabilities (explained later) and the mean genetic variance (100) over149

the breeds. It worths to note that, due to fixing the size of the residual variance150

across the breeds, heritabilities fluctuated around their mean values over the breeds.151

The same value of �2
e
was used in all generations for all individuals.152

True (simulated) genetic correlations between the breeds were computed from153

the genetic variances, �2
u,j

=
P250

k=1 2pjk (1� pjk)�2
�j
, and covariances, �u,jj0 =154

P250
k=1

p
2pjk (1� pjk) 2pj0k (1� pj0k)��

jj0 (j=H,S,J and j 6= j0) [24] at k QTL.155

The genetic correlations between HOL-RED, HOL-JER and RED-JER were 0.88,156

0.75 and 0.78, respectively, for QTL correlation of 1.00, over 10 replicates and at157

G0. Those were 0.45, 0.38 and 0.38 for QTL correlation of 0.50, and 0.22, 0.19158

and 0.19 for QTL correlation of 0.25, respectively. The di↵erences between QTL159

e↵ect correlations and genetic correlations were due to the di↵erence in QTL allele160

frequencies between the breeds. The correlations between QTL allele frequencies161

of HOL-RED, HOL-JER and RED-JER were 0.33, 0.22 and 0.41, respectively. The162

correlations between SNP allele frequencies were 0.47, 0.32 and 0.46. The QTL e↵ect163

correlations of 0.50 and 0.25 are consistent with the reported genomic correlations164

(genetic correlations estimated based on available SNP set) among some cattle165

breeds for milk [14, 25] and fat [14], respectively. Two levels of heritability were166

considered for each scenario of correlations. Those were 0.40 and 0.05, which are of167

the same magnitude as the reported heritabilities of milk production and fertility168

traits, respectively (e.g.,[6]).169

Reference and Validation Populations170

Generations 6,7 and 8 (G6-G8) were used to form reference populations, while171

generation 9 (G9) was used to form validation populations. Hence, 660 JER indi-172

viduals, and 3,150 individuals from each of the HOL, RED and MIX were available173

in forming reference populations to estimate SNP e↵ects.174

The SNP e↵ects were estimated using di↵erent reference populations: (i) a sin-175

gle pure breed (separate by breeds, i.e., HOL, RED or JER), (ii) combined data176

of multiple pure breeds (HOL+RED+JER), and (iii) combined data of multi-177

ple pure breeds and admixed (MIX) individuals. The MIX data was either used178
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as of a di↵erent “breed”, assuming homogeneous SNP e↵ects across all breeds179

(HOL+RED+JER+MIX), or truly treated as an admixed population con-180

sidering breed origin of alleles (BOA) approach (HOL+RED+JER+MIX un-181

cor/cor).182

The prediction of breeding values for each pure breed were performed using: (1)183

the estimated SNP e↵ects from their own breed (within-breed prediction), (2) the184

estimated SNP e↵ects from each of the other breeds (across-breed prediction), (3)185

the estimated SNP e↵ects from a combined reference population (multi-breed pre-186

diction) and (4) the estimated SNP e↵ects from a combined reference population187

considering BOA approach. The breeding values were predicted by multiplying SNP188

e↵ects with allele dosages, with (4) or without (1-3) considering breed origin of189

alleles. These same strategies (1-4) were used to predict the breeding values of ad-190

mixed individuals. For the admixed individuals, SNP e↵ects estimated separately191

using pure breed reference populations (HOL/RED/JER) were additionally used192

to predict breeding values, considering the BOA approach only for the validation193

animals (hereafter, pure-BOA). That is, breed origin of each SNP allele was traced194

back to its pure breed population only for the validation population, and the num-195

ber of counted alleles were multiplied by the breed specific estimate of SNP e↵ects196

of the pure breeds.197

We classified the methods using only a single breed’s data in model training to198

estimate SNP e↵ects as pure (also includes pure-BOA as explained above), multiple199

breeds data without considering breed origin of alleles as combined, and multiple200

breed’s and MIX data considering breed origin of alleles as BOA.201

Statistical Models202

Pure and combined203

A simple approach for genomic prediction using a combined reference population204

of multiple pure breeds and/or admixed individuals is to assume that the marker205

e↵ects are the same across the breeds [26]. For this simple approach, when the206

data consisted of multiple breeds treated as of a single homogeneous population207

(Combined), we used the following model:208

y = 1µ+Xb+M� + e (1)

In the above equation, y is a vector of phenotypes (n⇥ 1), 1 is the vector of 1s, µ209

is the general mean, X is the matrix of breed proportions (n ⇥ 3), b is the vector210

of fixed breed e↵ects (3⇥ 1), M is the matrix of centered genotypes (n⇥ l) where211

centering was based on the current allele frequencies in the combined data, � is212

the vector of SNP e↵ects, and e is the vector of residuals (n ⇥ 1). The value of n213

depends on the reference population size, and l is the number of SNPs. Model (1)214

was used without the breed proportions component Xb when the SNP e↵ects were215

estimated separately for each pure breed (Pure and Pure-BOA).216

BOA217

Admixed breeds’ data was utilised by extending the existing linear model proposed218

for simple 2-way crosses (e.g., [27]) to accommodate more than two pure breeds:219
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y = 1µ+MH�
H
+MR�R

+MJ�J
+ e (2)

where y is the vector of phenotypes (n ⇥ 1) of all animals, that is, both purebred220

and admixed animals. The 1 is a vector of 1s, µ is the general mean, MH , MR and221

MJ are the matrices of breed specific allele content of SNPs (n⇥ l) for HOL, RED222

and JER, respectively. The entry at a locus in, for instance MH , for an animal223

were the number (0,1 or 2) of counted allele A originated from HOL. That is, when224

the animal had no allele originating from HOL, or when a HOL animal had an aa225

genotype, the corresponding entry was zero. The same applied to matrices MR and226

MJ . The matrices were column centered prior to analysis. The �
H
, �

R
and �

J
are227

vectors of SNP e↵ects for HOL, RED and JER, respectively, and e is the vector of228

residuals.229

Bayesian Analysis230

Bayesian approach was considered in parameter estimation, which requires assign-231

ing prior distributions to the unknowns of the model. Analyses were carried out232

separately for each trait. To investigate the impact of assuming heterogeneous233

(co)variance of SNP e↵ects among di↵erent genome regions, three region sizes were234

considered based on a fixed number of SNPs; 1 SNP, 100 SNPs and the whole235

genome (WG). Regions sizes of 1 SNP and WG can be regarded as BayesA and236

SNP-BLUP [1] (or equivalently GBLUP [28]) when using model (1), and extensions237

of them for multiple components (breeds) when using model (2), respectively. In238

BayesA it is assumed that each SNP (1 SNP) follows a normal distribution with null239

mean and a locus-specific variance, while in GBLUP it is assumed that all SNPs240

(WG) have null means and a common variance. To consider heterogeneous variance241

of SNP e↵ects among di↵erent genome regions using model (1), the matrix of geno-242

types and vector of SNP e↵ects were partitioned into S subsets each with ks loci243

(s = 1, . . . , S), and priors were assigned to each sub-vector of �: �
s
| �2

s
⇠ N(0, I�2

s
)244

[29, 30]. The �2
s
(s) were further assigned a scaled inverse chi-square prior with a de-245

grees of freedom (df ) and a scale parameter (S ): �2
s
| df, S ⇠ �2(df, S). The values246

of hyper-parameters will be explained later.247

In the analyses using model (2), all genotype matrices and vectors of SNP e↵ects248

were also partitioned into S subsets each with ls loci. A normal distribution prior249

was assigned for each sub-vector of SNP e↵ects for population j (j=H,R,J ): �
j,s

|250

�2
j,s

⇠ N(0, I�2
j,s
). Hence, the SNP e↵ects were breed-specific and uncorrelated251

across the breeds. That is, the genetic correlations among the breeds were assumed252

to be zero. The �2
j,s
(s) were further assigned a scaled inverse chi-square prior with a253

degrees of freedom (dfj) and a scale (Sj) parameter: �2
js

| dfj , Sj ⇠ �2(dfj , Sj). Using254

model (2), priors were also assigned such that the marker e↵ects were breed-specific,255

but correlated between the breeds. That is, a multivariate normal distribution was256

assigned for each sub-vector of SNP e↵ects:
h
�
H,s

�
R,s

�
J,s

i0
| Bs ⇠ N

⇣
0,Bs ⌦ I

⌘
,257

where I is an identity matrix of size equal to ls if ls > 1 or a scalar of 1 if ls = 1.258
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Bs =

2

64
�2
H,s

�HR,s �HJ,s

�RH,s �2
R,s

�RJ,s

�JH,s �J,s �2
J,s

3

75

The diagonals of Bs are the breed-specific SNP variances, while the o↵-diagonals259

are SNP covariances between the breeds. The Bs was assumed to follow an inverted260

Wishart distribution with a shape (vB) and a scale (VB) parameter: Bs | vB ,VB ⇠261

IW (vB ,VB).262

In both model (1) and (2), residuals were assigned a univariate normal prior,263

ei | �2
e
⇠ N(0,�2

e
), and variance �2

e
were assigned a scaled inverse chi-square prior264

with a degrees of freedom (dfe) and a scale (Se) parameter: �2
e
| dfe, Se ⇠ �2(dfe, Se).265

Fixed e↵ects were assigned flat priors.266

The hyper-parameters of the prior distributions for the variance components were267

driven from the simulated genetic (co)variances and residual variances at G0 as268

follows. For the analysis using model (2) assuming independent SNP e↵ects among269

the breeds, dfj = 4 and Sj =
�
2
�j,s

(dfj�2)

dfj
, where �2

�j,s
=

�
2
u,jP

2pj,l(1�pj,l)
[31]. Here,270

�2
u,j

is the genetic variance for breed j, and pjl is the allele frequency of l ’th SNP271

in breed j. Only one Sj was required for the analysis using model (1), which was272

computed using �2
u,j

(pure breed analysis) or the mean value of �2
u,j

over the breeds273

(combined analysis). For the analysis using model (2) assuming correlated SNP274

e↵ects between the breeds, VB = (vB � 3� 1)B where vB = 6, and275

B =

2

66664

�
2
u,HP

2pH,j(1�pH,j)
�u,HRPp

2pH,j(1�pH,j)
p
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In the above equation, �2
u,j

and �u,jj0 (j=H,R,J and j 6= j0) are genetic variances277

and covariances respectively. For residual variances, dfe = 4 and Se = �
2
e
(dfe�2)
dfe

,278

where �2
e
is the residual variance at G0.279

Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm with Gibbs sampling method was280

used to obtain samples of each parameter from its full conditional posterior distri-281

bution. Chain length for the analyses consisted of 50,000 cycles, of which the first282

10,000 were discarded as burn-in. Every 10th sample of the post burn-in cycles were283

stored for posterior analysis, yielding 4,000 posterior samples. Mean value of the284

posterior samples was used as the estimate of each parameter. All analysis were285

performed using self-written scripts in Julia [32].286

Prediction accuracy287

Prediction accuracy was assessed as the correlation between true and predicted288

breeding values of validation individuals (1,050 individuals for HOL, RED, MIX,289

and 220 individuals for JER) at G9. Accuracy of prediction using di↵erent data sets290

and models to estimate SNP e↵ects were compared for each trait, QTL correlation291

and region size separately. Accuracy of prediction for di↵erent region sizes were292

compared for each data set and model, trait and QTL correlation, separately. All293

comparisons were performed using a two-sided paired t-tests, for which accuracies294

were paired across each replicate for the same validation population. A Bonferroni295

correction was used to control the Type 1 error rate of 0.05.296
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Results297

Accuracies for all scenarios and all region sizes are given in Supplementary Ta-298

bles 1-4, Additional file 2. For readability, only the core results from QTL e↵ect299

correlation of 0.5 are presented in the main text. Accuracies were higher for high300

heritability trait than those for low heritability trait (Figures 1 and 2). Within-breed301

predictions in breeds with large reference populations (HOL and RED) were more302

accurate than in a breed with small reference population (JER). For the high her-303

itability trait, within-breed predictions for HOL, RED and JER were 0.785, 0.747304

and 0.629, respectively, when the region size was 1 SNP (Figure 1). For this high305

heritability trait, combining data from multiple pure breeds (HOL+RED+JER) as-306

suming homogenous SNP e↵ects (multi-breed prediction) did not improve, or even307

decreased (though not always significant) the accuracies for all breeds. Including308

the admixed population’s (MIX) data in multi-breed prediction, as if it belongs309

to a di↵erent breed (HOL+RED+JER+MIX), yielded higher accuracies compared310

with combining only the data from pure breeds, and similar to or higher accura-311

cies than using the single breed data alone (within-breed prediction), for genomic312

prediction of JER. When prediction models were able to accommodate data of ad-313

mixed individuals by accounting for breed origin of alleles (HOL+RED+JER+MIX314

uncor/cor), accuracies were generally improved compared to combining all available315

data, but dependent on the correlation scenario. Across-breed predictions yielded316

accuracies much lower than within-breed predictions.317

Accuracies were the lowest when using SNP e↵ects from any of the pure breeds318

to predict the breeding values of admixed individuals. For the high heritabil-319

ity trait, predictions using SNP e↵ects of HOL, RED and JER yielded accu-320

racies of 0.411, 0.275 and 0.114, respectively, when the region size was 1 SNP321

(Figure 1). For the same scenario and region size, estimating SNP e↵ects sep-322

arately for each breed, but accounting for breed origin of alleles in prediction323

of breeding values (HOL/RED/JER) of MIX, improved accuracy up to 0.531.324

Combining MIX data with pure breeds’ data assuming common SNP e↵ects for325

all breeds (HOL+RED+JER+MIX), improved accuracies over combining only326

three pure breeds’ data (HOL+RED+JER) for the accuracy of admixed individ-327

uals (0.792 vs 0.501). Models able to use MIX data with breed origin of alleles328

(HOL+RED+JER+MIX uncor/cor), improved accuracies over combining all avail-329

able data, i.e., combining all purebred data or all purebred and admixed individuals’330

data, though dependent on the correlation of QTL scenario. For QTL correlation331

of 1.0, and predictions in MIX, (HOL+RED+JER+MIX) led to higher accura-332

cies than (HOL+RED+JER+MIX uncor). Accounting (0.877) or not (0.876) for333

correlations between the SNP e↵ects of di↵erent pure breeds did not make any334

di↵erence (Figure 1). Among di↵erent region sizes considered here, region size of335

whole genome generally yielded the lowest accuracies for pure breeds and admixed336

population (Figure 3).337

The importance of the methods considering breed origin of alleles in model train-338

ing became more apparent as the correlation of the true QTL e↵ects between the339

breeds decreased (See Suplementary Tables 1-4, Additional File 2). For high heri-340

tability trait and purebred populations, accuracies for (HOL+RED+JER+MIX un-341

cor/cor) were significantly higher than those for (HOL+RED+JER+MIX) in QTL342
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e↵ect correlation of 0.25. For MIX population, (HOL+RED+JER+MIX uncor/cor)343

yielded significantly higher accuracies than those for (HOL+RED+JER+MIX), for344

QTL e↵ect correlation of 0.25, and for both traits.345

Discussion346

Within- and across-breed predictions347

The simple approach for avoiding the unfavourable impact of the di↵erence in348

marker e↵ects among the di↵erent purebred populations is to carry out separate349

evaluations for each of those pure breeds, as is the case for genomic evaluations350

in many countries [19]. Such an approach, however, comes with the cost of a po-351

tential loss of data information resource, and therefore, in the accuracy of SNP352

e↵ect estimation. This is a limitation for genetic improvement in populations with353

a small reference population. In this study, accuracies from within breed predictions354

were higher for HOL and RED, compared to JER. Although there could be other355

reasons, one explanation is the low reference population size (660 vs 3,150) set for356

JER. The accuracies for pure breeds di↵ered between the two heritability levels for357

any QTL e↵ect correlation scenario, with the high heritability trait having higher358

accuracies than the low heritability trait. The fact that genomic prediction accuracy359

is higher with large reference populations and/or for a high heritability trait was360

reported in many other studies [3, 5, 33–35]. It should be noted that the accuracies361

for the same heritability level fluctuated slightly for di↵erent QTL e↵ect correlation362

scenarios, because QTL e↵ects were simulated using di↵erent multivariate normal363

distributions (the covariance matrices di↵ered) for those scenarios.364

Using SNP e↵ects of one pure breed to predict the breeding values of individu-365

als of other breeds (across-breed prediction), yielded much lower accuracies than366

within-breed predictions. This was true even when the simulated QTL e↵ects had367

a correlation of one. This is in line with the study of Steyn et al. [36] where several368

breeds were simulated assuming identical QTL e↵ects, but across-breed predictions369

were poor. Studies using real data also showed that using data from one breed to370

predict breeding values in other breeds results in accuracies as low as zero (e.g.,371

[9, 10]). The prediction accuracy of MIX generally reflected the expected breed pro-372

portions of the validation individuals. Using SNP e↵ects from HOL, for instance,373

led to the highest prediction accuracies for MIX, as HOL was the most recent an-374

cestor population for MIX, and therefore, MIX individuals had a higher proportion375

of their genome from HOL.376

For within-breed predictions, both family relationships and linkage disequilibrium377

(LD) between SNPs and QTL contribute to accuracy [37–39]. For across-breed pre-378

diction, the relationships of the individuals of the target breed with the individuals379

in the reference population are lower than those with the members of the target380

breed. The relative contributions of the two factors, family relationships and LD,381

to accuracy of breeding value estimation were not studied as it was not in the scope382

of this paper. If we rely on the argument that low across-breed prediction accuracy383

is due to di↵erences in LD patterns among the breeds, that is the di↵erences in384

LD or the phase of the SNP and QTL alleles, then across-breed prediction can not385

compete with within-breed prediction, even for closely related breeds. In addition386

to LD patterns, it is also possible that QTL e↵ects and/or QTL allele frequencies387
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di↵er among the breeds, while some QTL may only segregate in one breed [25, 40].388

Needless to say, even if the QTL properties were the same among the breeds, SNP389

e↵ects would still be di↵erent to the extent to which LD between SNPs and QTL390

di↵ers between them [11, 12, 30, 41].391

Although the simulated traits in this study were relatively polygenic, the variance392

structure at the SNP level may be di↵erent from that of at the QTL level across393

the genome [42, 43], favouring models that can accommodate such heterogeneity394

[30, 44, 45]. The SNP panels tend to include SNPs with high minor allele frequency395

(MAF), while the QTL have generally low MAF [46, 47]. The LD between the396

two sets, SNPs and QTL, can not be perfect if their MAF di↵ers. Because the397

SNPs in a genome region are likely inherited together, and also likely to be in LD398

with the same QTL, they may collectively capture the genetic variance at the QTL399

[29, 45, 48]. Hence, assuming a common variance for groups of adjacent SNPs is400

reasonable, while it allows more Bayesian learning compared to assuming variance401

specific to every single SNP [49]. For region sizes larger than an optimum level, on402

the other hand, the advantage of grouping adjacent SNPs will start to disappear as403

the assumption on (co)variance will approach to that of whole genome region size404

(WG).405

For high heritability trait and purebred analysis, accuracies from di↵erent region406

sizes were generally ranked as 100 SNPs > 1 SNP > WG. It was shown earlier by407

simulations [30, 35] and real data analysis that assigning priors to groups of SNPs408

may improve accuracies [44, 45] compared to assigning a common prior for all SNPs.409

In a recent study, on the other hand, Liu et al., [50] reported negligible di↵erences410

between several region sizes, 1- 30- or 100 SNPs and WG, for milk production and411

fertility traits in Danish Jersey, and using a model which is nearly identical to our412

model (1).413

Combined data of multiple pure breeds414

If the studied population is small, it might be challenging to establish a large ref-415

erence population, and in turn the accuracy of genomic prediction might also be416

limited [6]. For breeds with a limited reference population size, incorporating data417

from other breeds may yield higher accuracies [26, 40, 51], though dependent on418

the relatedness of those breeds [9, 19]. When HOL and RED individuals were in-419

cluded in the reference population of JER (HOL+RED+JER), accuracies generally420

dropped. Similarly, using that combined reference population, accuracies for HOL421

and RED also generally dropped, but less compared to those for JER. When multi-422

ple purebred populations are combined to form a reference population, SNP e↵ects423

are dominated by the breeds contributing more to the reference population. This424

may cause prediction models to pick up only the e↵ect of SNPs that are in LD with425

QTL in all breeds, and/or only in the largest population, but not the e↵ect of SNPs426

specific to small populations [14]. We had additional simulations where all breeds427

had the same number of individuals in the reference population (3,150 for each),428

which led accuracies for JER also to be high and get less a↵ected from the joint429

analysis, as HOL and RED (results not given). These imply that the proportion of430

each single breed in a combined reference population of multiple breeds is impor-431

tant to achieve a su�cient accuracy for each breed, particularly when the breeds432
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are genetically distant. This was more formally investigated in [40] using a high433

density SNP chip (⇠ 600, 000 SNPs), where one of the two breeds (Holstein and434

Jersey) that formed a joint reference population had varying sizes, 0, 100, 500 or435

2,000 animals, while the size of the other breed kept constant at 2,000 animals. As436

the number of individuals of a breed in the joint reference population decreased,437

accuracies for the candidates of the same breed also decreased [40].438

In a study based on real genotypes of imputed sequence variants (⇠ 1 million439

SNPs), van den Berg et al. [52] simulated phenotypes for four dairy cattle breeds440

using identical QTL e↵ects. They reported generally higher accuracies for multi-441

breed predictions, compared to within-breed predictions. In our scenario of QTL442

e↵ect correlation of 1.0, the di↵erence in the accuracies from within- and multi-443

breed predictions were smaller compared to other (lower) QTL e↵ect correlation444

scenarios. At long distances of genome, LD di↵ers between species and also between445

di↵erent cattle breeds, whereas it is relatively consistent at short distances [3]. The446

standard SNP sets, such as the one used here, are not su�cient to include all447

such SNPs that are in high LD with QTL across the breeds. Moreover, we selected448

QTL such that they had relatively low MAF compared to SNPs, whereas QTL449

were randomly selected in [52], which have an impact on LD between QTL and450

SNPs. These may partially explain why multi-breed genomic predictions generally451

had lower accuracies than within-breed predictions even when the simulated QTL452

e↵ects were identical, compared to the findings of [52].453

For the analysis of data consisting of multiple breeds (or lines, populations), an454

appealing strategy is to apply multi-trait methods where the same trait in dif-455

ferent breeds is considered as di↵erent but correlated traits, e.g. [8, 25]. In those456

applications of multi-breed genomic prediction, however, a homogeneous genomic457

correlation was assumed across the genome, for pairs of breeds. Lehermeier et al.458

[41] applied a multivariate modelling approach, which is flexible in that both marker459

e↵ects and their (co)variances are allowed to di↵er among multiple breeds, but still460

assumes a homogenous correlation across the genome of breed pairs. Chen et al. [53]461

proposed a method which allows the estimation of SNP e↵ects specific to each breed462

while accounting for heterogenous (co)variances across the genome. Their method,463

however, applies a variable selection procedure aiming to pinpoint the SNPs that464

have an e↵ect in all breeds involved, leaving out the SNPs with e↵ect only on one465

or a subset of the breeds. It was further extended by Calus et al. [10] so as to466

accommodate also the selection of SNPs that are breed-specific. Nevertheless, both467

methods [10, 53], make limited use of the correlated information in the data, be-468

cause, regardless of how the SNPs to be included in the model are selected, their469

e↵ects are estimated separately within each breed. Furthermore, all those multi-trait470

approaches are pertained to situations where individuals can be assigned to certain471

pure breeds, and are not able to accommodate data of individuals with admixed472

genetic background.473

Genomic prediction including data from admixed individuals474

If a large number of commercial farm data for admixed populations becomes avail-475

able, it can help to improve selection accuracy by expanding the data size for each476

pure breed population. Such data can also allow to exploit heterosis due domi-477

nance, which would not be possible with purebred data [12]. How to use those data478
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in genomic evaluations is still an open question. Naturally, all purebred and ad-479

mixed individual data can be combined together, when homogeneous SNP e↵ects480

are assumed.481

Including the data of admixed population (hereafter, MIX) along with the data of482

pure breeds in the reference population led to higher accuracies than the combined483

reference population of pure breeds. The JER benefited relatively more from adding484

MIX data. Because we mimicked a rotational crossing system, at each generation,485

admixed population individuals were sired by a purebred individual. Consequently,486

when an admixed female was mated with a purebred male, the o↵spring had an en-487

tire paternal chromosome from a pure breed, and a maternal chromosome including488

large chunks of (i) admixture of all breeds and (ii) the pure breed of the maternal489

grand-sire. This means that, at each generation following G1, pure breeds were not490

equally represented in the genome of admixed individuals. Consider a single ad-491

mixed individual at generation 6. That individual has expected breed composition492

for a maternal chromosome of roughly 28% JER, 16% HOL, and 56% RED, and493

for a paternal chromosome of %100 HOL. Those proportions change to be 14%494

JER, 58% HOL, and 28% RED for a maternal chromosome, and 100% JER for a495

paternal chromosome at generation 7, and to 57% JER, 29% HOL, and 14% RED496

for a maternal chromosome, and 100% RED for a paternal chromosome at gener-497

ation 8. Because a full rotation cycle of three generations (G6-G8) was considered498

when forming the reference populations, each pure breed was represented in the499

MIX data almost equally. Thereby, the reference population size indeed increased500

almost equally for all breeds by adding MIX data to the combined data of three501

breeds, HOL+RED+JER+MIX. As one would expect, JER benefited more from502

this increase in data size, as it is the breed with the smallest pure breed refer-503

ence population. It should be noted that the validation individuals of RED had the504

grand-sires which were also the sires of MIX at G8, and G8 was included in the505

reference population. Hence, although the data size increased almost equally for506

each breed, the information in the data may not be equally informative for all the507

breeds.508

More elaborative ways to include individuals with admixed genetic background509

in the genomic evaluations, were proposed. Makgahlela et al. [11] fitted a multi-510

trait random regression model to account for interactions between marker e↵ects511

and breed proportions, where the breed proportions were inferred from pedigree in512

Nordic Red Dairy cattle. They reported, for some traits, higher prediction accura-513

cies for the model accounting for breed proportions, than a GBLUP model treating514

the data as of a single homogeneous population. Another example of admixture is515

admixture due to di↵erent populations, instead of breeds. Danish Jersey dairy cat-516

tle, for instance, includes animals with di↵erent proportions of their genome from517

original Danish and US Jersey populations [19, 21]. Although both originate from a518

single breed, they have been separated long ago, and the persistency of phase were519

shown to di↵er between the two, particularly at long distances of loci [21]. Hence,520

the accuracy of genomic prediction for Danish Jersey may not only be challenged521

by the small reference population size, but also by its admixed population struc-522

ture. In order to overcome the negative impact of admixed population structure523

in Danish Jersey on genomic prediction accuracy, Thomasen et al. [21] applied a524
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set of random regression models that included proportions of population origin for525

each animal. Contrariwise, they [21] did not find any strong evidence that a model526

which accounts for proportions of population origin, estimated either from pedigree527

or markers, is superior to a model which ignores it. A possible explanation could528

be that admixture due to di↵erent breeds may be a more important problem than529

admixture due to subpopulations of the same breed, in genomic prediction. Nev-530

ertheless, there are at least two limitations with both [11, 21] approaches. First,531

breed proportions of an individual were average values over their whole genome,532

because they were computed based solely on pedigree or markers. This may not be533

appropriate, as two individuals with exactly the same breed proportions may have534

very di↵erent admixture patterns over their genome depending on which chromo-535

somal region is inherited from which pure breed [21, 22]. Second, their models are536

somewhat restricted in that the correlations between the breeds were assumed to537

be homogenous across the whole genome [21], or those correlations were even set to538

zero for di�culties in estimation [11]. When the breeds are in di↵erent SNP-QTL539

LD, the (co)variances of SNP e↵ects are expected to di↵er over the genome, and540

across the breeds [11, 21, 22, 41].541

Genomic prediction considering breed origin of alleles542

Models accounting for breed origin of each SNP allele, rather than genome-wide543

breed proportions estimated from pedigree or markers, have been proposed, and544

were shown to improve genomic predictions for simple 2 or 3-way crosses. Those545

studies applied either univariate whole genome regression models at the SNP level546

ignoring that the SNP e↵ects might be correlated between the pure-breeds [27,547

54], or rather computationally demanding multi-trait genomic BLUP models with548

“partial” relationship matrices at the individual level [22, 55, 56]. It was claimed549

that considering genomic correlations between pure-breed populations had limited550

relevance in models for predicting crossbred performance [22, 55, 56].551

Our results did not show any clear evidence of the benefit of accounting for corre-552

lations among the breeds when MIX data were used with BOA approach, even for553

the breed (JER) with a small reference population, for which one would expect more554

gain in accuracy compared with breeds with a large reference population (HOL and555

RED). A possible explanation of unobserved benefit for JER could be due to this556

breed being genetically distinct from HOL and RED [57], and therefore, the pattern557

of SNP e↵ects over the genome being di↵erent from HOL and RED. Additionally,558

the information in the data may be weak to estimate correlations among the breeds.559

The MIX data also increased the within-breed data size to some extent, which may560

lower the importance of correlated information from other breeds [41]. For the sce-561

nario of QTL e↵ect correlation 1.00, analysis with HOL+RED+JER+MIX was562

competitive with or even superior to analysis using BOA without accounting for563

correlations between the breeds, particularly in predicting breeding values MIX.564

This is may be due including MIX individuals in the reference population simply565

increasing the data size in a joint analysis, whereas BOA with uncorrelated analysis566

utilize only the information in a single breed.567

The di↵erences in LD pattern and phase persistency across di↵erent breeds [43]568

may result in marker e↵ects to be highly correlated for regions, where LD and SNP-569

QTL phase is constant between the breeds [41]. Hence, we have anticipated that570
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correlations among the populations at the region level might improve the accuracy571

of genomic predictions, even though the correlations at the whole genome level do572

not. In this study, the di↵erences in accuracies from 100 SNPs and 1 SNP region573

sizes were generally negligible, whereas WG generally yielded the lowest accuracies.574

It worths to note that, however, the fixed-length of 100 SNPs as region size was575

arbitrarily chosen to give an insight on the impact of grouping SNPs in within-,576

across- and multi-breed genomic prediction accuracy, and there may exist other577

region sizes to yield higher accuracies than 100 SNPs. In analysis aiming to utilize578

correlations between the breeds, such as analysis using BOA approach, the knowl-579

edge of the LD patterns and persistence of phase among the breeds may be useful580

in grouping SNPs.581

van den Berg et al., [14] showed that prediction of breeding values and genomic582

correlations across populations can be more accurate if a carefully selected set of583

causal variants or SNPs that are very close to causal variants from sequencing data584

are used together with commercial SNP panels. Doing so may alleviate the issue of585

SNP-QTL LD being di↵erent in di↵erent breeds. In a recent study, Liu et al. [6]586

showed that integrating additional selected sequence variants to the standard 54K587

SNP chip led to significant improvements of reliabilities for the genomic evaluation588

of milk production traits in Danish Jersey. They reported that the benefits of using589

selected sequence variants in genomic prediction for milk and protein remained590

significant even in the scenario of the largest reference population consisting of591

animals from Danish and US Jersey populations. In order to eliminate the impact592

of LD di↵erences among the breeds on the comparison of accuracy for using the593

two BOA approaches (correlated and uncorrelated SNP e↵ects), we ran additional594

analyses for the QTL correlation scenario of 0.50 and the low heritability trait (h2 =595

0.05), using only the 250 QTL as SNPs and the region size of 1 SNP. Analyses using596

BOA approach assuming correlated SNP e↵ects were higher than those assuming597

uncorrelated SNP e↵ects between the breeds (Figure 4). In light of these, one can598

argue that integrating selected sequence variants may be an e�cient way of using599

correlated information from the breeds, and that in this case taking into account600

the correlation of SNP e↵ects between breeds may allow for greater accuracy, in601

genomic evaluations with data from multiple purebred and admixed individuals602

using BOA approach.603

Estimation of the breed composition of individuals with admixed genomic back-604

ground is of relevance for genomic prediction, because if not accounted for it may605

lead to spurious estimates of SNP e↵ects [58]. In real life applications, pedigree606

records and/or parentage validation can be used to distinguish purebred and ad-607

mixed animals, but any error in the pedigree may lead to inaccurate consideration608

of individuals as pure or admixed [18]. Nevertheless, genomic prediction should rely609

on local ancestry (i.e., breed of origin) for each of the SNP alleles, rather than610

a genome-wide (global) ancestry computed from pedigree or markers [59]. Meth-611

ods exist to estimate local ancestry in a population of admixed individuals (e.g.,612

[60]). In this simulation study, breed origin of admixed individuals were known613

without error, but those could also be estimated from the data of purebred in-614

dividuals. Due to mimicking a systematic crossing scheme in our simulations with615

well-defined purebred individuals, such estimates are expected to be highly accurate616
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(Ana C. Guillenea, personal communication). For populations, where admixture is617

more complex, however, one first needs to find the number of pure breeds in the618

gene pool, and then to assign breed origin to each SNP allele for all animals in the619

population. This may introduce another source of error, and the models requiring620

breed origin of alleles, with or without accounting for correlations, may su↵er from621

such errors to the extent where simply combining all available data (multiple pure622

and admixed breeds data) might become highly competitive. It was shown that a623

higher number of animals would be required to distinguish closely related breeds624

than to distinguish distantly related breeds [61], when the breed origin of an animal625

is needed to be inferred from the genotypic data. To the best of our knowledge,626

there is no information on the number of purebred animals required to correctly627

assign breed-origin of alleles of the crossbred animals.628

Genome scaling629

Approximations for genomic prediction accuracy [3, 62] use the size of the reference630

population (nR), trait heritability (h2), and the e↵ective number of chromosomal631

segments segregating in the population (Me), where Me is a function of the genome632

length and the e↵ective population size (Ne). Following those studies [3, 62], within-633

breed prediction accuracy can be estimated with
p

h
2
nR/(h2

nR+Me). In this study,634

only the first five chromosomes were simulated, which is roughly a quarter of the635

cattle genome. Those approximations suggest that, if we scale up the genome size636

(and the number of QTL) to that of the whole genome, and the size of the reference637

populations accordingly, our results will still hold, in within-breed predictions. For638

across-breed prediction, Wientjes et al. [63], suggested to use of rg
p

h
2
nR/(h2

nR+Me),639

where rg is the genetic correlation between the breeds. They further suggested that640

Me values of 20,000 and 40,000 may be used when the populations are closely and641

distantly related, respectively. On the other hand, combining di↵erent breeds to-642

gether will increase Ne [64], and thereby Me, requiring a larger reference population643

size to compensate this increase in Me, to avoid a reduction in accuracy [36, 52].644

Models accounting for BOA, on the other hand, make use of single-breed data, while645

taking advantage of an increase in nR by using data from admixed individuals. The646

BOA model with correlations further utilizes correlated information from other647

breeds. It worths to note that those approximations assume a single homogenous648

target (validation) population.649

Conclusion650

The aim of this simulation study was to provide a model allowing the inclusion651

of data from individuals with admixed genetic background in genomic evaluations,652

while accounting for the di↵erences of marker e↵ects for purebred populations in653

the gene pool. Combining pure breeds’ and admixed population’s data, in a multi-654

breed reference population was beneficial for the estimation of breeding values for655

pure breeds with a small reference population. For the admixed population, com-656

bining all available data (from purebred and admixed individuals) and realizing a657

combined genomic evaluation led to higher accuracies than considering BOA for se-658

lection candidates only, and using breed-specific SNP e↵ects estimated separately in659

each pure breed. Including admixed individual’s data in the reference population of660
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multiple breeds considering the BOA approach, accuracies were further improved.661

Our findings are relevant for breeding programs where crossing is systematically662

applied (e.g., ProCROSS system, http://www.procross.info), and also for popula-663

tions involving di↵erent subpopulations where exchange of genetic materials among664

those became a routine (e.g., Nordic Red dairy cattle).665
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Figures826

Figure 1 Accuracies (horizontal axis) for high heritability trait (h2 = 0.4) in QTL correlation
scenario of 0.5, using di↵erent data sets or models (vertical axis). The predicted population was
given on top of each plot. Letters in parenthesis stands for the significance tests.

Figure 2 Accuracies (horizontal axis) for low heritability trait (h2 = 0.05) in QTL correlation
scenario of 0.5, using di↵erent data sets or models (vertical axis). The predicted population was
given on top of each plot. Letters in parenthesis stands for the significance tests.

Figure 3 Accuracies (horizontal axis) for high (h2 = 0.4, left figure) and low (h2 = 0.05, right
figure) heritability trait using BOA model with correlated SNP e↵ects and di↵erent region sizes
(vertical axis), in QTL correlation scenario of 0.5. Letters in parenthesis stands for the significance
tests.

Figure 4 Accuracies (horizontal axis) for low heritability trait (h2 = 0.05) in QTL correlation
scenario of 0.5, using di↵erent data sets or models (vertical axis), when only the QTLs are
considered with region size of 1 SNP. The predicted population was given on top of each plot.
Letters in parenthesis stands for the significance tests.
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Tables827

Table 1 Parents of each simulated generation

Generation/Population HOL1 RED JER MIX
12 HOLM0 ⇥ HOLF0 REDM

0 ⇥ REDF
0 JERM

0 ⇥ JERF
0 JERM

0 ⇥ HOLF0
...

...
...

...
...

6 HOLM5 ⇥ HOLF5 REDM
5 ⇥ REDF

5 JERM
5 ⇥ JERF

5 HOLM5 ⇥MIXF
5

7 HOLM6 ⇥ HOLF6 REDM
6 ⇥ REDF

6 JERM
6 ⇥ JERF

6 JERM
6 ⇥MIXF

6
8 HOLM7 ⇥ HOLF7 REDM

7 ⇥ REDF
7 JERM

7 ⇥ JERF
7 REDM

7 ⇥MIXF
7

9 HOLM8 ⇥ HOLF8 REDM
8 ⇥ REDF

8 JERM
8 ⇥ JERF

8 HOLM8 ⇥MIXF
8

1 HOL, RED, JER and MIX: Danish Holstein, Swedish Red, Danish Jersey and admixed population
respectively.

2 Subscripts denote the generation, and superscripts denote the sex, i.e., males (M) and females
(F).

Table 2 Some descriptive statistics1 on SNPs and QTL for each pure-breed population in
the base population (Generation 0-G0)

HOL2 RED JER
Number of fixed QTL for reference(alternative) allele 9(0) 5(0) 58(1)
Number of fixed SNPs for reference(alternative) allele 564(2) 385(14) 2281(286)
Number of breed specific QTL 3 4 1
Number of breed specific SNPs 261 356 50
Average MAF of segregating QTL 0.17 0.16 0.16
Average MAF of segregating SNPs 0.23 0.23 0.22
1 average over 10 replicates
2 HOL, RED and JER: Danish Holstein, Swedish Red and Danish Jersey dairy cattle, re-
spectively
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Additional Files828

Additional File 1-Result of principle component analysis (PCA)829

The file includes plot of the first two principle components from the PCA analysis of genomic relationship matrices.830

Additional File 2-Results of all scenarios831

The file includes results of all scenarios including the QTL correlation scenario of 0.5, which was partially presented832

in the figures of main text.833
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Supplementary Figure 1. Plot of the first two principle components from the

PCA analysis of genomic relationship matrices. Genomic relationships were

computed as described in [1], and analysis were carried out using R function

prcomp() [2].
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Supplementary Table 1: Accuracies for purebred individuals for a trait with high heritability
�
h2 = 0.40

�

HOL RED JER
Correlation1 Training2 Data/Region Size3 1 SNP 100 SNPs WG 1 SNP 100 SNPs WG 1 SNP 100 SNPs WG

1.00

Pure
HOL b0.771b b0.780a b0.760c d0.128a d0.095a d0.080b d0.120a c0.059b c0.036c

RED c0.170a c0.162a c0.127b c0.751b c0.757a bc0.741c d0.170a c0.123b c0.111b

JER c0.042a d0.035a d0.040a d0.060a d0.057a d0.057a c0.643b b0.652a b0.638c

Combined
HOL+RED+JER b0.777a b0.779a b0.757b c0.749a c0.752a c0.730b bc0.652a b0.646a b0.617b

HOL+RED+JER+MIX a0.802a a0.803a a0.781b b0.774a b0.777a ab0.754b a0.732a a0.734a a0.701b

BOA
HOL+RED+JER+MIX no Cor a0.796b a0.804a a0.782c ab0.776b ab0.782a a0.763c ab0.723b a0.738a a0.713c

HOL+RED+JER+MIX with Cor a0.803a a0.805a a0.783b a0.776a a0.779a a0.758b a0.734a a0.740a a0.703b

0.50

Pure
HOL b0.785b b0.790a b0.774c d0.101a d0.085ab d0.073b d0.102a d0.073b e0.067b

RED d0.131ab d0.129a d0.116b b0.747b b0.754a b0.736c d0.079a d0.070a e0.043b

JER d0.030a d0.039a d0.029a d0.023a d0.025a d0.024a c0.629ab c0.635a cd0.624b

Combined
HOL+RED+JER c0.773a c0.774a c0.761b c0.729a c0.732a c0.716b c0.599a c0.587b d0.590ab

HOL+RED+JER+MIX bc0.782a bc0.782a bc0.771b bc0.742a bc0.747a bc0.732b b0.695a b0.690a bc0.675b

BOA
HOL+RED+JER+MIX no Cor a0.804a a0.807a a0.792b a0.774b a0.780a a0.762c ab0.730a a0.738a ab0.712b

HOL+RED+JER+MIX with Cor a0.807a a0.808a a0.793b a0.775a a0.778a a0.761b a0.737a a0.737a a0.713b

0.25

Pure
HOL b0.782b b0.788a b0.772c d0.053a d0.041ab d0.034b d0.089a d0.066ab d0.058b

RED d0.080a d0.081a d0.080a b0.742b b0.750a b0.730c d0.017a d0.012a d0.003a

JER d0.026a d0.034a d0.025a d0.017a d0.014a d0.019a bc0.632a b0.639a bc0.627b

Combined
HOL+RED+JER c0.764a c0.766a c0.755b c0.716b c0.721a c0.705c c0.587a c0.573b c0.581ab

HOL+RED+JER+MIX bc0.769a c0.768ab bc0.761b bc0.725a bc0.731a bc0.718b b0.689a b0.680b b0.667c

BOA
HOL+RED+JER+MIX no Cor a0.803a a0.805a a0.790b a0.771b a0.777a a0.759c a0.735a a0.743a a0.716b

HOL+RED+JER+MIX with Cor a0.805a a0.806a a0.790b a0.772a a0.775a a0.758b a0.740a a0.741a a0.715b

1 Correlation of simulated QTL e↵ects. Di↵erent alphabets mean significantly di↵erent values at a Type 1 error rate of 0.05 with Bonferroni correction. Subscripts (within
region size) and superscripts (within data) stand for comparisons within column and row, respectively, for each correlation scenario.

2 The methods classified based on the data and model used to estimate SNP e↵ects
3 Data: Data included in reference population. Region Size: Number of SNPs assigned the same variance.

1



Supplementary Table 2: Accuracies for purebred individuals for a trait with low heritability
�
h2 = 0.05

�

HOL RED JER
Correlation1 Training2 Data/Region Size3 1 SNP 100 SNPs WG 1 SNP 100 SNPs WG 1 SNP 100 SNPs WG

1.00

Pure
HOL c0.469a c0.470ab a0.466b e0.019a d0.010b d0.022ab c-0.023a c-0.023a b-0.021a

RED d0.055a d0.047a b0.047a bd0.421a bc0.420ab bc0.417b c0.044a c0.043a b0.045a

JER d-0.008a d-0.002a b0.002a e0.036a d0.035a d0.040a ab0.319a ab0.319a a0.321a

Combined
HOL+RED+JER bc0.467a c0.472a a0.463a cd0.415a c0.411a c0.408a b0.291a b0.294a a0.289a

HOL+RED+JER+MIX ab0.501a b0.503ab a0.494b ab0.453a ab0.450ab ab0.445b ab0.389a a0.385a a0.381a

BOA
HOL+RED+JER+MIX no Cor abc0.500a abc0.501a a0.497a ac0.451a a0.451ab a0.447b ab0.387a ab0.382a a0.383a

HOL+RED+JER+MIX with Cor a0.503a a0.506ab a0.495b ab0.454a ab0.450ab ab0.444b a0.392a a0.389a a0.382a

0.50

Pure
HOL b0.476a a0.478a a0.474a d0.028a c0.024a c0.030a c0.007a c0.017a c0.010a

RED c0.068a b0.080a b0.071a c0.410a b0.412a b0.410a c0.024a c0.030a c0.028a

JER c0.018a b0.015a b0.012a d0.016ab c0.013b c0.026a b0.260a b0.260a b0.264a

Combined
HOL+RED+JER b0.466a a0.467a a0.464a c0.399a b0.393a b0.397a b0.240a b0.238a b0.243a

HOL+RED+JER+MIX b0.487a a0.483a a0.482a bc0.433a b0.432a ab0.432a a0.378a a0.374a a0.372a

BOA
HOL+RED+JER+MIX no Cor ab0.502a a0.498a a0.499a ab0.457a a0.459a a0.455a a0.383a a0.388a a0.384a

HOL+RED+JER+MIX with Cor a0.504a a0.502a a0.499a a0.455a a0.457a a0.450a a0.390a a0.394a a0.382a

0.25

Pure
HOL ab0.473a a0.474a ab0.471a c0.012a d0.007a e0.014a c0.005a c0.016a c0.007a

RED c0.050a b0.059a c0.054a b0.407a b0.409a c0.407a c-0.006a c-0.006a c0.000a

JER c0.017a b0.014a c0.012a c0.024b d0.017b e0.032a b0.260a b0.260a b0.265a

Combined
HOL+RED+JER b0.459a a0.458a b0.458a b0.392a c0.385a d0.391a b0.228a b0.226a b0.233a

HOL+RED+JER+MIX b0.476a a0.472a b0.473a b0.423a bc0.417a bcd0.424a a0.372a a0.364a a0.368a

BOA
HOL+RED+JER+MIX no Cor a0.499a a0.494a a0.495a a0.454b a0.458a ab0.453ab a0.388a a0.392a a0.389a

HOL+RED+JER+MIX with Cor a0.501a a0.497a ab0.495a a0.454ab a0.458a a0.451b a0.393a a0.397a a0.384a

1 Correlation of simulated QTL e↵ects. Di↵erent alphabets mean significantly di↵erent values at a Type 1 error rate of 0.05 with Bonferroni correction. Subscripts (within
region size) and superscripts (within data) stand for comparisons within column and row, respectively, for each correlation scenario.

2 The methods classified based on the data and model used to estimate SNP e↵ects
3 Data: Data included in reference population. Region Size: Number of SNPs assigned the same variance.
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Supplementary Table 3: Accuracies for admixed individuals for a trait with high heritability�
h2 = 0.40

�

MIX
Correlation1 Training2 Data/Region Size3 1 SNP 100 SNPs WG

1.00

Pure

HOL e0.578a e0.576a e0.562b

RED f0.395a f0.395a f0.372b

JER g0.178a g0.179a g0.175a

HOL/RED/JER d0.687b d0.704a d0.685b

Combined
HOL+RED+JER c0.726a c0.725a c0.704b

HOL+RED+JER+MIX a0.788a a0.792a ab0.770b

BOA
HOL+RED+JER+MIX no Cor b0.772b b0.782a b0.762c

HOL+RED+JER+MIX with Cor a0.794b a0.799a a0.776c

0.50

Pure

HOL d0.411a d0.415a d0.410a

RED e0.275a e0.274a e0.268a

JER f0.114a f0.117a f0.114a

HOL/RED/JER c0.531a c0.533ab c0.521b

Combined
HOL+RED+JER c0.501a c0.498ab c0.493b

HOL+RED+JER+MIX b0.792a b0.783a b0.774b

BOA
HOL+RED+JER+MIX no Cor a0.876a a0.877a a0.870b

HOL+RED+JER+MIX with Cor a0.877a a0.877a a0.870b

0.25

Pure

HOL d0.358a d0.363a d0.360a

RED e0.231a e0.231a e0.231a

JER e0.106a e0.109a e0.106a

HOL/RED/JER c0.482a c0.482ab c0.469b

Combined
HOL+RED+JER c0.434a c0.433ab c0.430b

HOL+RED+JER+MIX b0.793ab b0.788a b0.777b

BOA
HOL+RED+JER+MIX no Cor a0.897a a0.898a a0.892b

HOL+RED+JER+MIX with Cor a0.897a a0.897a a0.892b

1 Correlation of simulated QTL e↵ects. Di↵erent alphabets mean significantly di↵erent values at a
Type 1 error rate of 0.05 with Bonferroni correction. Subscripts (within region size) and superscripts
(within data) stand for comparisons within column and row, respectively, for each correlation
scenario.

2 The methods classified based on the data and model used to estimate SNP e↵ects
3 Data: Data included in reference population. Region Size: Number of SNPs assigned the same
variance.
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Supplementary Table 4: Accuracies for admixed individuals for a trait with low heritability
�
h2 = 0.05

�

MIX
Correlation1 Training2 Data/Region Size3 1 SNP 100 SNPs WG

1.00

Pure

HOL c0.363a d0.364a d0.362a

RED d0.229a e0.225ab e0.221b
JER e0.075a f0.077a f0.078a

HOL/RED/JER b0.433a bc0.436a bc0.429a

Combined
HOL+RED+JER b0.436a c0.435a c0.429a

HOL+RED+JER+MIX a0.491a ab0.488a ab0.484a

BOA
HOL+RED+JER+MIX no Cor bc0.430ab cd0.434a cd0.424b

HOL+RED+JER+MIX with Cor a0.500a a0.499a a0.493a

0.50

Pure

HOL c0.256a c0.256a c0.255a

RED d0.157a d0.162a de0.155a

JER e0.043a e0.043a e0.043a

HOL/RED/JER c0.303ab c0.308a c0.299b

Combined
HOL+RED+JER cd0.260a c0.260a cd0.258a

HOL+RED+JER+MIX b0.481a b0.471b b0.477ab

BOA
HOL+RED+JER+MIX no Cor a0.674ab a0.676a a0.672b

HOL+RED+JER+MIX with Cor a0.672a a0.673a a0.669a

0.25

Pure

HOL cd0.226a cd0.227a cd0.226a

RED de0.136a de0.138a de0.134a

JER e0.040a e0.041a e0.041a

HOL/RED/JER c0.271ab c0.277a c0.266b

Combined
HOL+RED+JER cd0.222a cd0.222a cd0.221a

HOL+RED+JER+MIX b0.494a b0.485a b0.490a

BOA
HOL+RED+JER+MIX no Cor a0.729a a0.730ab a0.727b

HOL+RED+JER+MIX with Cor a0.728a a0.728a a0.725a

1 Correlation of simulated QTL e↵ects. Di↵erent alphabets mean significantly di↵erent values at a
Type 1 error rate of 0.05 with Bonferroni correction. Subscripts (within region size) and superscripts
(within data) stand for comparisons within column and row, respectively, for each correlation scenario.

2 The methods classified based on the data and model used to estimate SNP e↵ects
3 Data: Data included in reference population. Region Size: Number of SNPs assigned the same
variance.
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Supplementary Table 5: Accuracy for low heritability
�
h2 = 0.05

�
trait, using only 250 QTL and region

size of 1 SNP

HOL RED JER MIX
Correlation1 Training2 Data/Region Size3 1 SNP 1 SNP 1 SNP 1 SNP

0.50

Pure

HOL c0.735 d0.302 de0.289 e0.401
RED d0.291 c0.686 e0.214 f0.291
JER d0.173 d0.126 cd0.412 g0.137
HOL/RED/JER cd0.525

Combined
HOL+RED+JER c0.712 c0.668 c0.462 de0.437
HOL+RED+JER+MIX c0.732 bc0.699 b0.579 c0.512

BOA
HOL+RED+JER+MIX no Cor b0.781 b0.735 ab0.639 b0.804
HOL+RED+JER+MIX with Cor a0.795 a0.758 a0.683 a0.818

1 Correlation of simulated QTL e↵ects. Di↵erent alphabets mean significantly di↵erent values at a Type 1
error rate of 0.05 with Bonferroni correction. Subscripts (region size of 1 SNP) and superscripts (within
data) stand for comparisons within column and row, respectively, for each correlation scenario.

2 The methods classified based on the data and model used to estimate SNP e↵ects
3 Data: Data included in reference population.
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